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PROCEDIMIENTO SELECTIVO DE INGRESO AL CUERPO DE
PROFESORES DE ESCUELAS OFICIALES DE IDIOMAS 2021

PRIMERA PRUEBA: A.1. EJERCICIO DE COMPRENSIÓN DE TEXTO ORAL

NOTA IMPORTANTE: una vez comenzado este ejercicio, se desarrollará sin
interrupción. Si desea abandonar la prueba, deberá esperar a la completa
finalización de esta parte.

Listen to the CNN Political Briefing Harris Takes the Reign on Voting Rights. For
sentences (1-10) complete the gaps with ONE OR TWO words according to what
you hear. Write the exact words you hear. Sentence 0 is given as an example. You
have 1 minute to read the statements. You will listen to it twice.
0. Vice President Harris has been urged to fight the voting rights battle. However, if Biden
starts __taking jabs___ at his fellow Democrats, it is going to be a difficult task.
1.

One

of

the

most

high

profile

battles

this

legislative

session

is

the

___________________ voting rights legislation that the Republicans are trying to pass.
2.

The newsreader has the impression that Harris is being given the toughest

___________________ over and over, since she already has to deal with the immigration
issue, as well as with other tough political battles.
3.

Since not all Democrats are in agreement with passing the For the People Act, this

bill is still ___________________ in the Senate.
4.

If the former president of the USA keeps on spreading that kind of dangerous

____________________ which his supporters will surely believe, the violence seen on
January 6th might repeat again.
5.

The statements made by Biden in Oklahoma, clearly referring to Joe Manchin and

Kyrsten Sinema, throw a bit of ___________________ toward his colleagues.
6.

In his speech, Biden did not blatantly mention the two senators who oppose ending

the legislative ___________________ with the purpose of adding up to the necessary
number of votes that allows getting bills through.
7.

When the White House press secretary offered a piece of ___________________

when asked about the president needling those Democratic senators and whether that was
a wise move.
8.

The president’s commentary wasn't just about TV ___________________.

9.

His commentary was meant to show the Democratic base that he's willing to fight for

this ____________________ issue of voting rights.
10.

McDaniel considers that actions of the CPD board members and their repeated

___________________ , clearly shows the organization no longer provides a fair and
impartial forum for presidential debates.

KEY

1. One of the most high profile battles this legislative session is the
___________________ voting rights legislation that the Republicans are trying to
pass. (restrictive)
2. The newsreader has the impression that Harris is being given the toughest
___________________ over and over, since she already has to deal with the
immigration issue, as well as with other tough political battles. (assignments)
3. Since not all Democrats are in agreement with passing the For the People Act, this
bill is still ___________________ in the Senate. (stalled)
4. If the former president of the U.S.A keeps on spreading that kind of dangerous
____________________ which his supporters will surely believe, the violence seen
on January 6th might repeat again. (rhetoric)
5. The statements made by Biden in Oklahoma, clearly referring to Joe Manchin and
Kyrsten Sinema, throw a bit of ___________________ toward his colleagues. (an
elbow)
6. In his speech, Biden did not blatantly mention the two senators who oppose ending
the legislative ___________________ with the purpose of adding up to the
necessary number of votes that allows getting bills through. (filibuster)
7. When the White House press secretary offered a piece of ___________________
when asked about the president needling those Democratic senators and whether
that was a wise move. (spin)
8.

The president’s commentary wasn't just about TV ___________________.
(punditry)

9. His commentary was meant to show the Democratic base that he's willing to fight for
this ____________________ issue of voting rights. (top tier)
10. McDaniel considers that actions of the CPD board members and their repeated
___________________ , clearly shows the organization no longer provides a fair and
impartial forum for presidential debates. (missteps)

